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Light-matter interactions are greatly enhanced and spatially well-confined in plasmonic

nanostructures in the spectral resonance range. In colloidal plasmonic nanoparticle (NP),

this effect is manifested by the strong absorption caused by the collective oscillation of

conduction electrons in NPs, known as the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).

The strong spectral resonance due to LSPR also contributes to the large enhancement in

optical nonlinearity, such as nonlinear absorption and optical Kerr effect, and the ultrafast

transient photo-bleaching in those materials making them ideal platforms for exploring

optical switching behavior that is needed in all optical devices. Here, we review the

recent advances in the use of colloidal processed noble metal, metalloid, chalcogenide

and oxide plasmonic NPs for ultrafast optical switches to drive pulse laser generation

in both solid state and fiber lasers. The broadband and ultrafast response of these

plasmonic NPs offers a significant advantage in devices performance and allows the

pulse generation from near infrared (NIR) to middle infrared (MIR) spectral range with

pulse duration down to 100-femtosecond level. Compared with commercial products

and other optical switches based on 2D materials, these plasmonic NPs are expected

to provide a competitive and cost-efficient material solution to compact ultrafast pulse

lasers and relevant devices.

Keywords: colloidal plasmonic nanoparticles, nonlinear optical properties, saturable absorption, optical switch,

pulse laser

INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast pulse lasers that generate optical pulses with durations down to few femtoseconds (fs)
have been applied in diverse fields, from fundamental sciences, such as precision spectroscopy,
to large scale manufacturing like laser welding in industry (Keller, 2003). Pulse lasers employ
different type of optical switches that compress constant laser wave to pulses by two mechanisms:
Q-switching and mode-locking. For most compact fiber and solid state lasers, saturable absorber
(SA) based optical switches are regarded as the compact and cost-efficient choice as compared
to other switching devices including electric or acoustic switches as well as Kerr lens. Due to the
nonlinear absorption of SAs, the switch blocks the low energy pulse which leads to accumulation of
energy in the cavity, but becomes transparent and thus allows the output of high energy pulses by
the laser.
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Saturable absorption has been demonstrated in a range of
materials, from transition metal (TM) doped glasses, organic
dye solutions to different type of low dimensional materials
(Liu et al., 2017), such as carbon nanotubes (Wang et al.,
2008), graphenes (Bao et al., 2009), 2D semiconductors (Wang
S. X. et al., 2014), and topological insulators and semimetals
(Yu et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2017). The process of saturable
absorption is a typical nonlinear optical process and it can be
simply understood by using the two-level model, in which the
transient depletion of the ground state by the high energy pulse
results in photo-bleaching and thus saturation of absorption.
While many of the above materials show only limited saturable
absorption bandwidth, such as TM doped glasses organic dye
solutions and semiconductor based commercial product SESAM
(semiconductor saturable absorption mirror) (Keller et al., 1996),
gapless materials like graphene and semimetals show intrinsic
broadband non-linear optical response, and therefore can be
applied as optical switches operating from visible to mid-infrared
(MIR) spectral range for the generation of mode-locking and
Q-switching pulses (Sobon, 2015).

These gapless materials including Dirac materials like
graphene generally derive their optical nonlinearity from the
ultrafast thermalization and cooling of conduction electrons
following optical excitation (Breusing et al., 2011; Lim et al.,
2011; Baudisch et al., 2018), which is mechanistically similar
to the ultrafast carrier relaxation process in metallic plasmonic
nanostructures (Link and El-Sayed, 1999; Voisin et al., 2001). The
saturable absorption associated with transient photo-bleaching in
the sub-picosecond range makes them ideal candidate materials
to realize ultrafast optical switching. In the present review, we
discuss the recent advances in the application of noble metal,
chalcogenide, and oxide colloidal plasmonic NPs in ultrafast
optical switching for pulse laser generation from near infrared
(NIR) to MIR spectral range.

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF COLLOIDAL
PLASMONIC NANOPARTICLES

Colloidal plasmonic NPs of noble metals, such as gold, are
characterized by the reddish color due to LSPR that is located
at an energy dependent on the carrier density, geometric
factors including size and shape, and the dielectric environment.
According to the Drude model, the frequency of LSPR can be
expressed as:

ωsp =

√

ωp
2

1+ 2εm
− γ 2 (1)

where ωp = (Ne2/ε0me) is the plasma frequency (N, e, ε0, and
me are the carrier density, electron charge, free space permittivity
and electron mass, respectively). εm is the permittivity of
the surrounding environment and γ is the damping factor
that contains the contribution from size and shape. A more
detailed mathematical description of the shape functions of
LSPR can be found in several comprehensive reviews (Kelly
et al., 2003; Link and Ei-Sayed, 2003). Spherical NPs of gold

and silver are best known for their visible region LSPR, while
the LSPR can be extended to the NIR region for rod and
triangle shaped nanostructures. To move the LSPR to the
infrared region that is technically important for applications
like optical communication, an alternative strategy is to explore
those materials with a lower carrier density and therefore
smaller plasma frequency. Such materials are apparently “bad
metals,” which include intermetallic compounds and metalloid
compounds (Blaber et al., 2010; Naik et al., 2013), as well as
degenerate semiconductors upon heavy doping, such as copper
chalcogenide (Luther et al., 2011), and transparent conducting
oxides (TCO) (Agrawal et al., 2017; Coughlan et al., 2017)
(Figure 1).

Short pulse laser excitation of the plasmonic NPs directly
heats the conduction electrons, leading to the formation of non-
equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution of thermalized electrons
(Link and El-Sayed, 1999). The followed cooling process
involves several stages including electron-electron scattering,
electron-phonon scattering and phonon-phonon scattering, with
the rate determined by both intrinsic materials properties
like electron density and also the surrounding environment.
Experimentally, this process can be examined by transient
absorption spectroscopy based on a pump-probe setup with
the use of ultrafast fs lasers. The information contained in
the decay curves can be simply extracted by fitting with the
double-exponential decay function, which gives two distinct time
constant in time scale of sub-50 fs and 200-fs range. Therefore,
it has been widely accepted that this process can be described
by the two-temperature model (Sun et al., 1993; Rethfeld et al.,
2002), i.e., a much higher electron temperature and the lower
lattice temperature. Typically, the faster and the slower processes
are interpreted as electron-electron and electron-phonon (or
phonon-phonon) scattering. Due to the lower carrier density in
non-noble metal based plasmonic materials, cooling rate of hot

FIGURE 1 | Spectral regions of LSPR for different type of nobel metal,

chalcogenide/pnictogenide, and metal oxide based plasmonic materials.

Except noble metal based nanostructures, all the plasmonic materials are

assumed to have a spherical shape and the change of LSPR is mainly

determined by the carrier density.
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electrons is generally faster because of the lower electron heat
capacity.

The ultrafast transient bleaching in the plasmonic
nanostructures is manifested in the strong nonlinear optical
absorption (saturable absorption), which can be described by the
two-level model (Liu et al., 2017):

α (I) =
αs

(

1+ I
Isat

) + αns (2)

where, αs and αns are the saturable loss (modulation depth)
and non-saturable-loss, respectively, and Isat is the saturable
intensity. Experimentally, this process can be measured by the
open-aperture Z-scan experiments, and combined with the close-
aperture experiments the non-linear refractive index (n2) and the
third order susceptibility (χ(3)) can be derived.

The resonant optical nonlinearity of these colloidal plasmonic
NPs stems from the ultrafast response of the conduction electrons
and in the off-resonance region the optical nonlinearity becomes
pretty small. In the past decade, noble metal based plasmonic
materials have been extensively studied and the reported third
order susceptibility differs from sample to sample, roughly
in the range of 10−5-10−6 esu (Stepanov, 2011; Obermeier
et al., 2018). Concerning the nonlinear absorption, most
experiments demonstrate that these plasmonic NPs are saturable
absorbers, and the optical nonlinearity is also dependent on
the sample geometry such as size and shape. Particularly, for
anisotropic nanostructure like nanorods or aligned rod arrays,
the optical nonlinearity as well as the ultrafast response becomes
polarization dependent. In line with the linear absorption, both
the third order susceptibility and the modulation depth are
maximum when the laser polarization is parallel with axial
direction of the rods (Wang et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2016).

NOBLE METAL BASED COLLOIDAL
PLASMONIC NPS FOR ULTRAFAST
LASERS

The ultrafast nonlinear response combined with the high optical
modulation depth makes the colloidal plasmonic NPs highly
attractive for use as the working materials in optical switches.
When used as the switching materials in pulse lasers, it is
believed that the fs-level short relaxation time component can
facilitate pulse start, whereas the long picosecond (ps)-scale time
component is needed for the stabilization of pulse train.

In the first demonstration of optical switching using metal
NPs, a suspension of Pt NPs was used directly and inserted into
the laser cavity in which an Nd-doped glass was used as the gain
medium (Ganeev et al., 2009). The laser generated mode-locked
pulses with a pulse duration of 5 ps and a repetition rate of 1Hz
at 1054 nm. Comparative experiments conducted by the author
showed the Pt NP suspensions exhibited better stability than dye
doped films when used as the SA in pulse lasers. Following this
demonstration, the theoretical basis for the mode-locked pulse
generation based on the plasmonic NP switches was established
by Kim et al. who suggested a design criteria for SAs based

on metal NPs and concluded that the minimum pulse duration
can be much shorter than recovery time of the SA (Kim et al.,
2012b). In their simulation, an Au-colloid (in the form of Au
NP doped glass) was employed as SA to drive a Ho:YLF mode-
locking laser. At the emission wavelength of 545 nm (by the Ho:
5S2 → 5I8 transition), the shortest pulse duration is around 100
fs, which is much smaller than the recovery time of the SA. In
semiconductor disk lasers operating in blue spectral region, Kim
et al. also predicted theoretically that the pulse duration can be
down to 50 fs at 420 nm based on passive mode-locking by using
SAs based on metal NPs (Kim et al., 2012a), while this prediction
has not yet been confirmed experimentally.

Later, a Q-Switching fiber laser was demonstrated by Jiang et
al by using a composite film containing colloidal processed Au
NPs with an average size of around 30 nm (Jiang et al., 2012).
The optical switch was made by insertion of the Au-NP doped
film in between two fiber connectors, which was incorporated
within an Er-doped fiber laser cavity. Passive Q-switched pulse
output at 1560 nm was demonstrated at a pumping power higher
than 30 mW and a pulse duration of 3.2 µs with a repetition
rate of 24.2 kHz was observed at the pumping power of 125
mW. However, mode-locking was not demonstrated in this
laser possibly due to the small modulation depth at the lasing
wavelength that is far from the LSPR peak of Au NPs. In the
visible range where the LSPR of gold NPs are in resonance
with the laser wavelength, Q-switching fiber laser has also been
demonstrated by using similar SAs based on a Pr-doped fiber
(Wu et al., 2015).

To extend the operating wavelength of the Au-based SA to
the NIR, it is quite natural to use gold nanorods whose LSPR
is located in IR range and dependent on the aspect ratio and
rod diameter. By using a SA based on colloidal processed gold
nanorods (with an aspect ratio of 5.5), Kang et al. demonstrated
mode-locking laser pulse generation based on a similar Er-doped
fiber laser cavity (Kang et al., 2013). A threshold pump power
of 54 mW was needed to generate a stable pulse train with
a repetition rate of 34.7 MHz and pulse duration of 12 ps.
This is apparently not a transform-limited pulse, but typical for
dissipative soliton pulse, as can be expected from the large time-
bandwidth product. Soliton fiber lasers based on Er-doped gain
fibers that generate shorter pulse duration down to the sub-ps
level were reported later by the same group and other groups by
further dispersionmanagement and optimization of cavity design
(Wang X. D. et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). Later, SAs based
on other noble metal (such as silver) based plasmonic NPs were
also employed for different fiber lasers in the NIR spectral region
(Glubokov et al., 2014; Guo H. et al., 2016).

As the spectral response of gold nanorods covers a broad
spectral region in the infrared region, it is easy to extend the
operating wavelength of such noble metal NP based optical
switches to drive mode-locking pulse output in fiber lasers based
on, e. g., Yb-doped fiber at 1.0µm (Kang et al., 2014), and Tm-
doped fiber at 2.0µm (Kang et al., 2015). On the other hand,
the geometrical anisotropy of gold nanorods provides another
dimension to modulate pulse generation in fiber lasers. In a
recent report by Ma et al. it is demonstrated that the use of
aligned gold nanorods stabilized in a polymer matrix as the SA
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enables the switching between Q-switching (of 46.9 kHz) and
mode-locking (20.2 MHz) pulses output by simply changing the
polarization direction of the laser (Ma et al., 2018). This is because
the saturation modulation depth and optical nonlinearity of the
aligned gold nanorods are both strongly dependent on the angle
between the laser polarization and the axial direction of the
nanorods (Ma et al., 2018).

PULSE LASERS DRIVEN BY PLASMONIC
NPS BEYOND NOBLE METALS

To move the LSPR band to the IR spectral region, materials
with a lower carrier density appears to be favorable choices,
such as degenerate semiconductors and metalloid compounds.
Monovalent copper chalcogenides as well as pnictogenides are
typical degenerate semiconductors, which remain stabilized with
high copper deficiency that leads to heavy p-type doping. Liu
et al. reported in 2016 the NIR LSPR and the nonlinear optical
properties of colloidal Cu3−xP NPs (Liu et al., 2016). The LSPR
peak is tunable between 1390 and 1710 nm by controlling the
synthesis conditions. Measurements showed that a thin film of
Cu3−xP NPs exhibited a high modulation depth of 19% with a
100-fs response speed. The colloidal Cu3−xPNPs was coated onto
the fiber end-facet of a Er-doped fiber laser and act as the optical
switch, which enabled Q-switching pulse output at the 1.5µm
band. The Q-switched pulses were generated at the threshold

pumping power of 35 mW and the repetition rate can be tuned
between 5.817 and 30.35 kHz.

Mode-locked pulses generation was demonstrated later by
Guo et al. based on copper-deficient chalcogenide NPs (Guo
et al., 2016a,b; Guo H. et al., 2016). The copper chalcogenide
systems offer even wider tenability of carrier density by both
controlling the stoichiometry and the alloying effect. Their results
indicated that the peak of LSPR of Cu2−xS NPs can be finely
tuned between 1100 and 1500 nm with a bandwidth of over 400
THz. The spectral resonance determines the magnitude of optical
nonlinearity and parameters such as modulation depth. For the
Cu2−xS NPs with a LSPR peak at 1.3µm, the modulation depth
varies among 2 and 6.8 dB in the spectral range of 0.8–1.6µmand
exhibits a parabolic wavelength dependence with a peak value
of 6.8 dB reached at 1.3µm. Interestingly, at wavelengths far
from the LSPR peak, the Cu2−xS NPs film still shows saturable
absorption with high modulation depth. To drive these lasers the
Cu2−xS NPs were processed into different type of switches. In
the 1.5µm Er-doped fiber laser, a micro-fiber based switch was
employed in which the NPs was coated onto the fiber surface and
this fiber-based switch was incorporated into the fiber laser cavity.
Compared with thin-film based SAs, this micro-fiber switch
based on evanescent field interaction could potentially suppress
thermal damage of the working materials and thus increase the
maximum operating power of the laser (Martinez and Sun, 2013).
This method has been widely applied in optical switches based on
different 2D materials, including graphene, metal chalcogenide,

FIGURE 2 | (A) Typical TEM images of colloidal ITO NPs, with an average diameter of ca. 9 nm. The Inset shows a photograph of the colloidal solution of ITO NPs and

a high resolution TEM image of a single ITO NP. (B) Normalized absorption spectra of colloidal dispersions of ITO NPs doped with 0–12% SnO2 (denoted as In2O3,

ITO-2.5, ITO-5, ITO-10, and ITO-12). (C) Z-scan trace of a PVA film containing ITO NPs recorded at 1.3µm. ITO-12 shows notable saturable absorption, as compared

to the undoped In2O3. (D) Setup of an EDF laser for mode-locking pulse generation (OC: output coupler; EDF: Er-doped fiber; PI-TIWDM: polarization-independent

tap-isolator-wavelength-division multiplexer). (E) Mode-locked pulse laser spectrum. (F) Mode-locked pulse train, giving a repetition rate of 16.62 MHz.
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and black phosphorus (Sobon, 2015; Lee et al., 2016). This laser
generates mode-locked pulses with a pulse duration of 295 fs
and repetition rate of 7.28 MHz. In comparison, thin film SAs
were fabricated and used to drive a solid state laser (using a
Yb:LuAG as the gain medium) that produces mode-locking ps-
level pulse at 1.0µm, and a Er-doped ZBLAN fiber laser that
generates Q-switching pulses at 2.8µm.

In spite of the apparent performances of these noble metal
and chalcogenide based optical switches, the use of them in high
power lasers raises concerns on the stability as they are not
stable against thermal shock and oxidation. In this regards, oxide
based plasmonic NPs appears to be a better choice. Driven by
the potential application of solution processed devices, colloidal
synthesis of oxide plasmonic NPs based on, e.g., ITO (In2O3:Sn),
has been well-developed in the past decades (Liang et al., 2017).
On the other hand, TCOs like ITO have become of particular
interest recently as their permittivity crossover wavelength is
located in the NIR region. This wavelength is close to the bulk
plasma wavelength and materials including ITO are regarded as
the ENZ (epsilon-near-zero) media which have been intensively
exploited for photonics applications (Liberal and Engheta, 2017;
Niu et al., 2018). The ENZ character can also lead to the boost
in optical nonlinearity (or Kerr nonlinearity) as the change in
refractive index varies as 1n = 1ε/(2

√
ε), where ε is the

permittivity (Alam et al., 2016; Caspani et al., 2016). At the
ENZ wavelength, both the non-linear absorption and the non-
linear refractive index are maximum, making this material highly
suitable for applications in optical switches.

We have examined the non-linear optical properties of
colloidal processed ITO NPs (see Figure 2), and confirmed the
saturable absorption at the ENZ wavelength (1300–1600 nm)
which gives a modulation depth of 160% (Guo et al., 2017). The
enhanced optical nonlinearity can be interpreted by the synergy
effect of ENZ conditions and the field enhancement by LSPR. The
ITO NPs were processed into composite films by mixing with
PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) and used as the optical switch to drive
mode-locked pulse generation in an Er-doped fiber laser. We
obtained the shortest pulse duration of 593 fs at the 1.5µm band
(Figure 2). Similar to ITO, other TCOs like AZO (ZnO:Al) with
lower carrier density can be used for MIR optical switch, which
is now under investigation. The significance of these results is
two-fold: First, it provides a competitive materials solution for
optical switch used in pulse lasers that is also viable for modern
thin film fabrication processes. Second, this result opens up a new
avenue for exploiting the applications of conventional oxides in
nonlinear optics and ultrafast photonics.

Whereas the LSPR of NPs of ITO and other TCOs are
located in wavelength mostly longer than 1.3µm, oxides of
W(VI) and Mo(VI) are known to stable with high concentration
of oxygen deficiency and thus n-type doping. Plasmonic NPs
of WO3−x and MoO3−x show LSPR in the visible to NIR
spectral region (Manthiram and Alivisatos, 2012; de Castro et al.,
2017). Nonlinear optical study performed recently confirmed the
saturable absorption of MoO3−x films at 1.0µmwith 100-fs level
fast response time (Wang et al., 2018). The MoO3−x based switch
enabled the demonstration of a mode-locking pulse laser based
on a Yb-doped fiber operating at 1.03µm.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I have discussed the recent advances in the development of
optical switches for pulse laser pulse generation based on diverse
colloidal plasmonic NPs. Compared with commercial products
based on semiconductor thin films, the silent feature of the
discussed materials and devices are obvious: low fabrication
cost, wide operating bandwidth, and fast switching speed.
However, commercialization of the relevant devices still faces
significant technical challenges, including large scale fabrication,
and chemical/thermal stability of materials. The use of micro-
fiber based design could mitigate in part the laser thermal
damage of the materials, while colloidal NPs still need to the
protected against oxidation for practical use. In this regard, oxide
plasmonic materials are far better and they can be fabricated in
large quantity by commercial-viable techniques, which indeed
could be a potential future direction. Nevertheless, device
parameters, such as non-saturable loss and modulation depth,
which are both wavelength-dependent, remain to be optimized
for the reported materials as they are important for practical use
in different pulse lasers.
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